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	Climate change is believed to be a great challenge to built environment professionals in design and management. An integrated approach in delivering a sustainable built environment is desired by the built environment professional institutions. The aim of this book is to provide an advanced understanding of the key subjects required for the design and management of modern built environments to meet carbon emission reduction targets.


	In Design and Management of Sustainable Built Environments, an international group of experts provide comprehensive and the most up-to-date knowledge, covering sustainable urban and building design, management and assessment. The best practice case studies of the implementation of sustainable technology and management from the BRE Innovation Park are included.


	Design and Management of Sustainable Built Environments will be of interest to urban and building designers, environmental engineers, and building performance assessors.  It will be particularly useful as a reference book for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the built environment field. 
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MySQL, Second EditionQue, 2003
In the second edition of MySQL Paul DuBois provides an updated, comprehensive guide to one of the most popular relational database systems.

          MySQL is the most popular open source database server in the world, with more than 2...
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Unlocking Dynamical Diversity: Optical Feedback Effects on Semiconductor LasersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Applications of semiconductor lasers with optical feedback systems are driving rapid developments in theoretical and experimental research. The very broad wavelength-gain-bandwidth of semiconductor lasers combined with frequency-filtered, strong optical feedback create the tunable, single frequency laser systems utilised in telecommunications,...
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Financial Modeling with Crystal Ball and Excel (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
"Professor Charnes's book drives clarity into applied Monte Carlo analysis using examples and tools relevant to real-world finance. The book will prove useful for analysts of all levels and as a supplement to academic courses in multiple disciplines."
   -Mark Odermann, Senior Financial Analyst, Microsoft
   
   "Think...
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Less Is More: How Great Companies Use ProductivityPortfolio Hardcover, 2002

	
		From the author of the bestselling It's Not the Big That Eat the Small, It's the Fast That Eat the Slow comes a vital new guide to increasing business productivity without adding employees or other overhead costs

	
		Managers and CEOs are always looking for ways to keep productivity high, and recent...
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Discovering Computers: Fundamentals, Fourth Edition (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2007


	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the finest textbooks in computer education. This book is our

	answer to the many requests we have received from instructors and students for a textbook

	that provides a succinct, yet thorough, introduction to computers.





	In Discovering Computers: Fundamentals, Fourth Edition, you...
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ASP.NET Unleashed, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2003
The second edition of ASP.NET Unleashed further strengthens a book that is already one of the most highly regarded ASP.NET books available. Stephen covers virtually all relevant features of ASP.NET. In addition, all samples will now be presented in VB .NET and C#.
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